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A. STATISTICAL INFORMATION 
The total number of candidates who registered to sit for advanced Marketing was 590, which is 96 candidates 
more than 2019.  
 
Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the Special September 2020 Session of the examination 

GRADE A B C D E F Abs TOTAL 

No. of Candidates 27 99 137 70 40 61 156 590 

% OF TOTAL 4.6 16.8 23.2 11.9 6.8 10.3 26.4 100 

Table 1: Distribution of grades for AM Marketing, Special September Session 2020  

B. GENERAL REMARKS 
Overall the candidates did well and in line with previous years, scoring an average mark of 103.6 (over a 
maximum of 200), median score = 112, SD = 43.6 (SD in 2019 = 31.0). Hence, the marks were slightly more 
spread across the scale. In answering Paper I, candidates obtained an average mark of 59.8% (median = 66, 
SD = 24.9), whereas in answering Paper II, candidates obtained an average mark of 48.6 (median = 48, SD = 
18).  
  

C. COMMENTS ON PAPER 1 AND PAPER 2 

Paper I 

Section A 

Question 1 (maximum mark: 6)  
Average mark = 3.4, median = 4.0, SD = 1.9 
This was a straightforward question, and most candidates presented a good answer. Some of the answers 
were weak and lacked detail on the implications of exchange and relationships.  
 

Question 2 (maximum mark: 5)  
Average mark = 3.3, median = 4.0, SD = 1.7 
Candidates performed well in this question and obtained an average mark of 65%.  
 

Question 3 (maximum mark: 4)  
Average mark = 2.4, median = 3.0, SD = 1.4 
Most candidates showed fluency in the topic of competitive marketing intelligence as a systematic collection 
and analysis of publicly available information about consumers, competitors, and developments in the 
marketing environment with an average mark of 59%.  
 

Question 4 (maximum mark: 6)  
Average mark = 3.4, median = 4.0, SD = 2.1 
The majority of the candidates presented a clear distinction between actual product and the augmented 
product. Candidates tend to do consistently well in such questions that are predominantly based on recall. 
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Question 5 (maximum mark: 4)  
Average mark = 1.7, median = 1.0, SD = 1.7 
Candidates found this question on product mix very challenging, with the lowest average of 42.5%. Only a 
few candidates provided satisfactory answers. The requested example was most of the time omitted and a 
number of responses mixed product lines with tools for the production of products. 
 

Question 6 (maximum mark: 4)  
Average mark = 2.4, median = 3.0, SD = 1.6 
Overall, candidates showed familiarity with this topic. Most candidates clearly distinguished between 
market-skimming and market-penetration pricing, with an average mark of 61%.  
 

Question 7 (maximum mark: 5)  
Average mark = 3.3, median = 4.0, SD = 1.7 
This question had the highest average mark of 65.4%. Most candidates correctly answered this question. 
 

Question 8 (maximum mark: 5)  
Average mark = 2.6, median = 3.0, SD = 2.1 
In question 8 candidates were asked to list the tools of the marketing communications mix. A minority of 
candidates could not recall any of the tools and a few listed items from other topics such as research 
methods. Some of the correct answers included, Advertising, Public Relations, and Personal Selling.  
 

Question 9 (maximum mark: 6)  
Average mark = 2.7, median = 3.0, SD = 1.9 
Candidates found this question difficult with an average score of 45%. Many answers were weak and lacked 
the required detail.  
 

Question 10 (maximum mark: 5)  
Average mark = 3.2, median = 4.0, SD = 1.7 
Candidates did well in question 10, where they explained that direct exporting involves entering a foreign 
market by selling goods produced in the company’s home country and that the sellers handle their own 
exports. 
 

Section B 

All marks are out of 25 marks. 
Question 1 was the most popular question and was answered by 352 candidates, followed by question 2, 
and question 3 respectively. Interestingly, the marks do not reflect the question’s popularity. In general, 
candidates were able to list and recall marketing concepts well, while finding the application of marketing 
concepts most challenging.  
 

Question 1 (maximum mark: 25)  
Average mark = 14.6, median = 17.0, SD = 7.9 
In question 1 candidates were asked to apply the marketing process to an electric scooter manufacturer. 
Most candidates described the overarching process and included; the customer needs, customer-driven 
marketing strategy design, constructing and integrating marketing program, and building profitable 
relationships and capturing value from customers. However, some of the answers lacked the required depth. 
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Question 2 (maximum mark: 25)  
Average mark = 15.9, median = 18.0, SD = 7.2 
In question 2 candidates were expected to describe the macroenvironment of a company. In general 
candidates answering this question did better in part a than in part b. Most responses provided examples 
related to factories, transportation, and opportunities around new products such as facemask and health 
related services.  
 

Question 3 (maximum mark: 25)  
Average mark = 17.7, median = 19.0, SD = 6.6 
Only 194 candidates chose this question on new product development with an average of 70%, the highest 
percentage in all questions in paper I. In this question, the most common reason for loosing marks was due 
to the candidates not mentioning all the steps or not providing an application for one or more of the steps. 
 

Paper 2 

Section A: Case study How Starbucks got its buzz back 

Question 1 (maximum mark: 8)  
Average mark = 4.1, median = 4.0, SD = 2.7 
In general, the candidates correctly answered this question, by referencing text material provided on 
Services Marketing Mix elements around products, process, people and promotion. 
 

Question 2 (maximum mark: 26)  
Average mark = 10.5, median = 10.0, SD = 5.4 
The majority of the candidates were well aware of the Services Marketing Mix and its elements. The major 
difficulty was in applying these to the case study or associating actions mentioned in the case study to the 
appropriate element.  
 

Question 3 (maximum mark: 8)  
Average mark = 2.6, median = 2.0, SD = 2.3 
Many candidates found this question challenging. Many struggled with identifying and explaining the 
segmentation variable, and behaviour/usage segmentation variable. Some candidates responded 
appropriately with reference to the customers’ frequency visits.  

 

Question 4 (maximum mark: 8)  
Average mark = 3.7, median = 4.0, SD = 1.8 
This research-related question in Section A had an average mark of 47%. Most of the correct answers related 
to the 17.2 million loyalists who are now part of the ‘My Starbucks Program’ accounting for more than 40% 
of sales but only about a quarter of the customers who come into the store every month. Other answers 
were related to occasional visitors with a visit frequency of 1 to 5 times per month and post 2pm crowd.  
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Section B 

Question 1 (maximum mark: 25)  
Average mark = 13.9, median = 15.0, SD = 7.3 
Question 1 consisted of three sections. It was the least popular question in section B, with only 195 
candidates attempting this question. The average mark for this question was 56%. In general, candidates 
provided good responses for parts a and b. The application of the sales force to purchases of low-
involvement goods and high-involvement goods seemed to be the most challenging. A few of the responses 
were unable to apply their knowledge to the presented context. 
 

Question 2 (maximum mark: 25)  
Average mark = 14.0, median = 14.0, SD = 6.4 
Question 2 was the most chosen question in section B. 377 candidates attempted this question with an 
average mark of 56%. Satisfactory responses listed all the phases of the product life cycle and provided 
appropriate contextual examples from the market of toys and gaming products such as developing a new 
gaming set or console, introduction of the product, and growth with increasing sales. A few responses mixed 
this with the buyer decision process but the most common difficulty was the lack of application of the 
product lifecycle. 
 

Question 3 (maximum mark: 25)  
Average mark = 13.6, median = 14.0, SD = 6.9 
259 candidates attempted this question with an average mark of 55%. Candidates were expected to describe 
the process of purchasing new raw material from a new supplier. Most candidates were aware of the process 
involved but a few of the responses lacked the expected detail. 
 

D. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
In general, the examiners note that candidates are well prepared for the Advanced Level Marketing exam. 
Most candidates provide excellent answers for questions that necessitate recall of knowledge and 
comprehension of fundamental principles of marketing. On the other hand, some candidates tend to 
struggle when the question demands application and analysis of marketing principles and practice that differ 
from textbook examples. 
 
The examiners cannot stress enough the importance of critical thinking, particularly in the case study 
application. Candidates who perform best are those who are able to apply the marketing concepts to 
different areas of application.  
 

Chairperson 
Examination Panel 2020  
 
 


